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BC Transit Transit Shelter Program

Preface
BC Transit is pleased to provide an updated overview of bus stop
shelter designs for use around the province. The design concepts
were created to standardize the look, feel and functionality of bus
stop amenities while improving the transit experience for customers.
Simultaneous with the implementation of shelter design
standardization, BC Transit introduced a capital upgrade funding
program to assist municipalities in acquiring these shelters. This
funding program has been instrumental in facilitating the installation
of more than 300 standardized shelters since 2011.

Background
Bus stops are the access point for every customer using BC Transit
service. While they can be a positive feature of transit travel, they are
often cited as a barrier to transit use due to poor quality shelters,
inadequate lighting or other design and infrastructure characteristics.
In recent market analysis, shelters and improvements at bus stops were
among the top five enhancements needed to encourage new riders to
transit who are currently using other modes of travel.
During the 2008 Annual Transit Conference, feedback from
municipalities across BC indicated a desire for a standardized design
and provincial procurement strategy. BC Transit embarked on an
initiative to examine the existing bus stop infrastructure and shelter
configurations around the province. Historically the selection of shelter
design and functionality has been led by the municipality for which
the service is being provided. As such, a broad variety of manufacturers
and designs have been utilized, and no set standardization
methodology or procurement strategy employed (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Examples of existing shelter diversity

BC Transit identified an opportunity to develop a standardized
approach to bus shelter design selection through the establishment
of a provincial procurement strategy and a capital upgrade program.
The program provides municipalities with access to provincial capital
funding in order to purchase standardized shelters for use in their
communities. The objectives are to provide improved amenities to
customers, reduce procurement and ongoing maintenance costs
incurred by municipalities, and improve overall ridership levels. These
objectives support the directives of BC on the Move.
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The New Standards
BC TRANSIT SHELTER DESIGNS
As the bus stop shelter program has grown, feedback received from
the participating municipalities, installation crews and manufacturers
has resulted in further shelter design improvements such as more
vandal resistant perforated mesh and harsh weather shelter designs.
Shelter designs feature modularity for future expansion and energy
efficient LED grid and solar powered lighting options.
Shelter designs are classified by “Type” based on the expected
number of users and application:
• Type 2 – low to medium passenger boardings per weekday
(10-20)
• Type 3 – moderate to high passenger boardings per weekday
(21-200)
• Type 4 – park and rides (less than 100 stalls), small transit
exchanges, stops with high levels of passenger boardings per
weekday (400+)
Figure 2: BC Transit Type
based shelters in the field

• Type 5 – large transit exchanges, park and rides with 100+
parking stalls
All BC Transit shelters are modular and expandable for ease of future
growth. This modular design features a cantilevered structural roof
design, allowing you to choose side panels or additional back panels.

Standard Design Highlights
• Perforated back & side walls
• Mechanically sealed roof system
• Cantilevered structural design
• Corrosion and vandal resistant design
• Wood and timber architectural accents
• Designed and engineered to exceed wind,
snow, and seismic loads throughout BC

BC Transit Transit Shelter Program

E-SERIES TRANSIT SHELTERS
In support of previous years’ rural shelter product model, BC Transit
has developed a new “E-Series” shelter design in addition to the
“T” Series shown above which is similar in look and pricing to previously
offered alternatives.
• E2 – low to medium passenger boardings per weekday
(no higher than 40-50)
• E3 – moderate to high passenger boardings per weekday
(no higher than 100-200)
• E4 – park and rides (less than 100 stalls), small transit exchanges,
stops with high levels of passenger boardings per weekday
(400+)

Figure 3: BC Transit E-series shelters in the field

See Appendix B for more detailed information on what is included
and excluded with each type.
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BC Transit Shelters – Overview of Costs T-Series
Typical BASE costs* for each type of shelter (not including taxes):
Shelter Type

Woodland T-Series Shelter Designs

Type 2 (T2) Series: 10 – 20 passenger
boardings per day
Cantilevered, single back wall, single
bench seat, tempered glass panels
available
$13,743
Type 3 (T3 ) Series: 21 – 200
passenger boardings per day
Cantilevered or side wall design, 1
bench seat, optional extra rear panel,
tempered glass panels also available
$19,213

$18,226

Type 4 (T4 ) Series: 400+
Cantilevered or side wall design, 2
bench seats, optional extra rear panel

$28,751

$27,560

$29,955

Type 5 (T5) Series: custom
Price quote on request, based
on customized design and site
requirements
*Prices referenced are for the basic model with no lighting but include onsite installation costs. Prices do not include any applicable
taxes, or travel or BC Transit PM time and IDC charges that will be incurred.
*Refer to Appendix B – Detailed Schedule of Costs for additional costs and further details.
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E Series
Side wall design only, bench seats based on size, harsh weather design also available

Shelter Type

Woodland E-Series Shelter Designs

Type 2 (E2) Series: 10 – 20 passenger
boardings per day
Intended for locations in low to
medium levels of daily passenger
boardings

$13,613
Type 3 (E3) Series: 21 – 200
passenger boardings per day
Accomodates bus stops with high
daily levels of passenger boardings

$19,165
Type 3 (E3) Harsh Weather Series: 21
– 200 passenger boardings per day
Accomodates bus stops with high
daily levels of passenger boardings

$21,675
Type 4 (E4) Series: 400+ passenger
boardings per day
Harsh Weather available
Primary use in a Park & Ride (less than
100 spaces) or small on street transit
exchanges, and stops with high levels
of passenger boardings
$25,324
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Shelter Purchase Options
Municipalities interested in purchasing one of the BC Transit standard
shelter designs can do so in one of the following ways:

SHARED PROVINCIAL FUNDING
1. Lump Sum Contribution
Municipalities can choose to purchase via a lump sum payment to
BC Transit upon completion of installation. As per the provincial
funding model, municipalities are responsible for a percentage of the
total cost of the shelter(s) as per the standard cost splitting model for
their conventional service.
If the shelter request has been approved, the municipality will receive
a letter from BC Transit confirming the locations, responsibilities of
each party and the lump sum total, exclusive of: taxes, additional
packaging and freight charges to their location, allowances for
installation crews, shelter storage fees, or BC Transit internal PM time
and interest. Upon return of a signed copy of this letter, BC Transit will
place the orders.
Following completion of all shelter installations in the requesting
municipality, BC Transit will invoice for the agreed portion of the
costs. For any costs in addition to the standard shelter costs, these
costs will be billed directly to the municipality by the shelter
manufacturer and are to be covered 100% by the municipality.
These costs will be discussed prior to being incurred.

2. Financing through Addendum to AOA
If the municipality requests to access provincial funding via an
addendum to their Annual Operating Agreement (AOA), BC Transit
will recover the municipal portion of the capital funding through an
annual charge back of the debt service costs over the useful life of the
asset. Debt service charges will begin in the month that the asset is
placed in active service.
The estimated financing costs will be outlined to the municipality in
the letter confirming approval of shelter request. The estimate will be
exclusive of taxes, additional packaging and freight charges to your
location, allowances for installation crews, shelter storage fees, or
BC Transit internal PM time and interest.

BC Transit Transit Shelter Program

MUNICIPALITY FUNDED PURCHASE
3. Direct Purchase
Municipalities that would prefer to purchase any of the standardized
shelter designs directly without provincial cost sharing, can access
BC Transit’s negotiated standing offer pricing via direct purchase
orders with the manufacturer. The municipality assumes
responsibility for 100% of all coordinating and costs including but
not limited to, purchase price, shipping, installation, spare parts
and maintenance. Payments shall be submitted directly from the
municipality to the manufacturer.
Municipalities are strongly urged to consult with BC Transit prior to
engaging in the planned installation of any new transit infrastructure
in their communities, to ensure that there are no conflicts with
possible service changes, scheduling, route changes or operational
and safety concerns . BC Transit recommends that the bus shelter
approval process be followed in the same manner as for shelters
being purchased under the provincial cost sharing program.

Application Process for Provincial Funding
Provincial funding for the BC Transit Bus Stop Shelter Program is
limited and funds will be allocated based on a first come first serve
basis, while taking into account service priorities. All requests for
shared funding purchases will be reviewed by BC Transit based
on internal selection criteria prior to approval and prioritization of
locations may be required if demand exceeds the annual budgeted
provincial funding amount for any given year.
Municipalities are requested to follow the application process as
indicated in Appendix A –Application Process.
A quick link to the online application form can be located on each
municipality web page which is then submitted to BC Transit via the
online portal. Using Fort St John as as example:
http://bctransit.com/fort-st-john/transit-future/corporateinfrastructure-initiatives

Figure 4: Link location on BC Transit website
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Selection Criteria
BC Transit will place all applications through a series of selection
criteria to ensure that the best utilization of the shelter is achieved by
the municipality, and the local transit network. The selection criteria
used to assess any proposed shelter installation location includes:
• Number of passenger boardings per weekday (where data is
available)
• Operational planning network plans
• Long term strategic planning network plans
• Safety of location in terms of passengers, operators, and
general traffic
• Historical or present operation concerns
• Provincial funding available (if cost shared)*
• Initial site survey details
BC Transit encourages the participation from all municipalities
in integrating the BC Transit standardized designs into the
local networks whereever possible. In the rare instance where a
municipality has an application reviewed and subsequently denied
by BC Transit based on the selection criteria, the municipality is
invited to discuss the decision with BC Transit directly. The intent is to
determine if any unique circumstances exist which would warrant the
approval of the location.

Order Quantities
Any approved orders that meet or exceed the selected
manufacturer’s minimum order quantities (MOQ) will be processed
under normal stated manufacturer lead times. If shelter MOQ’s
are not met by one individual order, this order will be held for
consolidation with additional orders from across the province
until such time as the MOQ quantity is reached . Once orders are
submitted and finalized with the manufacturer(s), delivery dates will
be determined and installation schedules will be negotiated.

BC Transit Transit Shelter Program

Detailed Costs
Detailed breakdown of costs, including what accessories are included
or available for purchase, are outlined in Appendix B – “Detailed
Schedule of Costs”

BC TRANSIT OWNED ASSETS
Under the capital upgrade program, the bus shelters are owned by
BC Transit as assets in order to facilitate the capitalization of costs and
allow for cost sharing with participants.
Provincial cost sharing for shelter purchases under the Bus Stop
Program will follow the standard contribution agreement for
capital projects.
Location/Service
Provincial Share
Victoria Area Only
31 .7%
Province of BC (excluding Victoria) 46 .7%

Municipal Share
68 .3%
53 .3%

Table 1: Provincial Funding Share

BC Transit will offer any assistance required in the form of technical
clarification, costing estimates, presentation materials or personnel
to municipalities if specific Council approvals are required to proceed
with purchase and implementation.

Spare Parts – All Purchase Types
As part of the capital program, BC Transit has negotiated fixed pricing
with the manufacturer on spare parts and an agreement for them to
hold limited stock of replacement parts at the manufacture’s location
for a maximum of five years after installation. These are available for
purchase by any municipality utilizing the standard shelter designs,
regardless of purchase method.
Any municipality requiring spare parts for maintenance work must
request these directly from the supplier. BC Transit will not be
stocking replacement parts for the shelter designs at any of
BC Transit’s facilities.
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Infrastructure & Maintenance
The municipality is responsible for any civil and electrical work
required to prepare a site for shelter installation. This includes the
funding and construction of any infrastructure such as, but not
limited to, bus pads or engineered foundations, pullouts, sidewalk
construction, and electrical grid connections where required.
Municipalities, through their acceptance and willing participation in
this program , agree to maintain the BC Transit shelters in accordance
with standard industry practice. Solar powered shelters require
the roof solar panels be regularly cleaned to ensure full system
functionality and maintain the solar powered lighting warranty.
Failure to properly maintain the solar panels will lead to premature
lighting failure and greatly reduced battery life. This maintenance,
funded 100% by the municipality includes (but is not limited to) the
following regular maintenance items:
• Removal of snow and ice when required
• Removal of garbage
• Prompt removal of graffiti
• General cleaning (power washing) of structure on a regular basis
• Soft clean solar roof panels and remove debris monthly
• Monitoring and replacement of damaged components in a
timely manner

POINTS OF CONTACT
For any inquires that are related to the BC Transit Bus Shelters, or
access to provincial capital funding, please contact:
Kristen McKeracher (Kristen_McKeracher@bctransit.com)
Project Manager, Capital Projects
BC Transit
250·995·5847
General inquiries can be also be submitted to:
newshelterprogram@bctransit.com

BC Transit Transit Shelter Program
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BC Transit Shelter Application and Approval Process
Municipality submits
shelter request via
email to BC Transit

ANYTIME

Bus shelter request reviewed by BC Transit for
suitability based on the following evaluation criteria:
• Number of passenger boardings per week day
(where available)
• Operational Planning network plans
• Long Term Strategic Planning network plans
• Safety of location (riders and operational safety)
• Operations concerns, historical and forecasted
• Capital funding available (if cost sharing is requested)
• Initial site survey details

Criteria
satisfied?

Municipality advised
on locations not
approved

NO

YES

Shelter request approved and
communicated by agreement
letter after budget approval

APRIL/MAY

MOQ* met for
orders?

YES

MAY –
MARCH

Order placed with supplier and
scheduled as per normal lead times
(up to 8 weeks)

NO

Order consolidated with other
local or provincial orders to
meet minimum order quantities
Detailed site
surveys completed

Shelter layouts and release
for construction packages
circulated for approval
Installation
schedules confirmed
Installation and
Inspection
Shelter(s) in
service
Invoice from BC Transit

*MOQ = Minimum shelter order quantity from supplier

Bus Shelter Request Form

Clear Form

Request submitted by:
MUNICIPALITY:

DATE:

Contact Information:
NAME:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

Proposed Location for Shelter Placement Details
BC TRANSIT STOP ID# (if known)

BUS ROUTE(S) SERVED (IF KNOWN):

STREET NAME:

NEAREST CROSS STREET:

INTERSECTION LOCATION:
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL:

Far Side

SITE CARD DRAWING AVAILABLE?

YES

NO

North

REPLACEMENT FOR EXISTING SHELTER

YES

NO

Shelter Construction Options – Choose your preferred shelter type, then specify lighting option.
T2 Series – Low to medium
levels of passenger boardings
per weekday (up to 50)

T2 Cantilever

E2 Series – Low to medium
levels of passenger boardings
per weekday (up to 50)

E2

T3 Series – Moderate to high levels of
passenger boardings per weekday (21-200)

T3 Cantilever

E3 Series –
High levels of passenger
boardings per weekday (100-200)

E3

T3 Sidewalls
E4 Series –
High levels of passenger
boardings per weekday (200+)
Park & Rides, small exchanges

E4

Lighting Options – All Shelters

T4 Series – High levels of passenger boardings
per weekday (200+), Park & Rides, Small exchanges

T4 Cantilever

T4 Sidewalls

OPTION:
E Series Harsh
Weather glass

E Series Harsh Weather

Extra Options
Extra back panel
Glass walls
Ad panel option – replaces a side wall
Schedule Frame

Non-Illuminated

Submit Form

Grid LED Illuminated

Solar LED Illuminated

For more information, contact:
Kristen McKeracher, Project Manager
Phone: 250-995-5847
Email: Kristen_McKeracher@bctransit.com
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SHELTER LIGHTING OPTIONS
All shelters have the option for non-illuminated, illuminated with LED
lighting or solar lighting.

Wood slat soffit system
Non-illuminated

LED Illuminated Roof

Solar Light
Illuminated roof

SHELTER AD PANEL OPTIONS
All non-cantilever shelters have the option for
illuminated or non-illuminated Ad Panels and
Directory displays.
All advertising revenue and contract management
resides with the Municipality.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
• Tempered glass back, partial front & side walls (optional for harsh
weather shelters)
• Impact resistant LED light bars for bright and efficient LED
illumination
• Self-sustainable solar kit, which integrates into the roof system
• Lit system Icons (standard if you purchase LED/Solar lighting –
optional for unlit shelters)
• Add or remove wall panels to suit needs
• Add or remove wooden cantilever benches to suit needs
• Illuminated or non-illuminated Ad or directory Display panels

Solar Light roof panel
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Shelter Type: BC Transit Type 2 (T2)
Where to use:
• Bus stops with low to medium levels of daily passenger boardings,
not higher than 10-20 per weekday
• Bus stops with restricted space due to property lines, or
obstructions which cannot be relocated
Included: The Cantilevered roof system with wood slat inserts, support
columns; vandal resistant perforated aluminum back panels or
tempered glass walls; 2 upper back panel inserts with BC Transit logo,
two person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced
are for installation of the basic model with no lighting or extra features
Cantilever Base Shelter
$13,743

Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for
installation such as ferry and travel costs or add-on’s such as lighting
(refer to page 21 for details)

Shelter Type: BC Transit Type 3 (T3)

Cantilever Base Shelter
$19,213

Standard Base Shelter
$18,226

Where to use:
• Bus stops with average daily ridership of 21-200 passengers
Included: The Cantilevered roof system or side wall options; wood slat inserts in roof; support
columns; vandal resistant perforated aluminum panels or tempered glass walls; 2 upper side panel
inserts with BC Transit logo, two person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are
for installation of the basic model with no lighting.
Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry and travel costs
and add-on’s such as lighting (refer to page 21 for details)

BC Transit Transit Shelter Program
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Shelter Type: BC Transit Type 4 (T4)

Cantilever Base Shelter
$28,751

Standard Base Shelter
$27,560

Standard Base Shelter, extra panel
$29,955

Where to use:
• Bus stops with high daily ridership (400+), or for park and ride facilities (less than 100 stalls) and small
transit exchanges
Included: The Cantilevered roof system or optional side panels; wood slat roof inserts; support columns;
vandal resistant perforated aluminum panels or tempered glass walls; 2 side panel inserts with BC Transit
logo, two person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are for installation of the basic
model with no lighting.
Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry and travel costs,
additional add-on’s such as lighting (refer to page 21 for details)

Shelter Type: BC Transit Type 5 (T5)

Type 5 Shelters are customized per application for large transit exchanges, park and rides with 100+ parking
stalls. Pricing is quoted separately specific to needs assessment. Contact BC Transit for more information.

Shelter Type: BC Transit E2
Where to use:
• Bus stops with low to medium levels of daily passenger boardings, not
higher than 40-50 passenger boardings per week.
• Bus stops with restricted space due to property lines, or obstructions
which cannot be relocated

E2 Base Shelter
$13,613

Included: The Standard roof system with wood slat inserts, side walls;
vandal resistant perforated aluminum back panels or tempered glass walls;
2 upper back panel inserts with BC Transit logo, two person wooden bench
and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are for installation of the basic
model with no lighting

Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry and travel costs or
add-on’s such as lighting (refer to page 21 for details)
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Shelter Type: BC Transit E3
Where to use:
• Bus stops with average daily ridership of 21-200 passengers

E3 Base Shelter
$19,165

Included: The Standard roof system with side walls; wood slat inserts in
roof; support columns; vandal resistant perforated aluminum panels or
tempered glass walls; 2 upper side panel inserts with BC Transit logo, two
person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are for
installation of the basic model with no lighting.

Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry and travel costs and
add-on’s such as lighting and crating charges (refer to page 21 for details)

Shelter Type: BC Transit E4
Where to use:
• Bus stops with high daily ridership (400+), or for park and ride facilities
(less than 100 stalls) and small transit exchanges

E4 Base Shelter
$25,324

Included: The Cantilevered roof system or optional side panels; wood
slat roof inserts; support columns; vandal resistant perforated aluminum
panels or tempered glass walls; 2 side panel inserts with BC Transit logo,
two person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are
for installation of the basic model with no lighting.

Excluded: Price excludes taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry and travel costs,
additional add-on’s such as lighting and crating charges (refer to page 21 for details)

Shelter Type: Harsh Weather (E3 or E4)
Where to use:
• In areas that experience frequent inclement weather. The two or three
panel front wall offers greater protection from the elements

Harsh Weather Base Shelter (Glass)
E3 $21,675
E4 $25,658

Included: The standard roof system with tempered glass side, rear and
two panel front walls; 2 side panel inserts with BC Transit logo, two
person wooden bench and an unlit system icon. Prices referenced are for
installation of the basic model with no lighting.

Excluded: Price excluded taxes, additional costs incurred for installation such as ferry adn travel cost,
additional add-on’s such as lighting and crating charges (refer to page 21 for details)
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OPTIONAL ADD-ON’S
These costs listed below are cost shared with the municipality if
requested on the initial shelter order
Optional Add-On’s

T2-T4

E Series

Extra Back wall Panel
LED Lighting Kit (includes 2 LED Light Strips) wired *
LED Lighting Kit (includes 3 LED Light Strips) wired *
Solar Lighting kit (includes roof top panel) +
Ad Displays Non-Lit **
(assumes replacement of Perforated side wall)
Ad Displays Lit **
(assumes replacement of Perforated side wall)
Directory displays

2,350
675
815
4,640
1,730

N/A
755
935
4,640
3,710

2,750

3,710

935

935

* requires electrician on site during install
+

requires install of solar grounding kit in slab

** advertising contract and revenue is the responsibility of the municipality

ADDITIONAL COSTS (T2)
There are additional travel, flagging and permit, shelter leveling, PM
and IDC charges that will apply to all locations. These costs are cost
shared with the municipality. See Appendix C for travel pricing.
Leveling
PM time and IDC
Flagging
Permit

Certain Shelters require additional material to ensure a level
unit. Charged on a time and material basis
On a time and material basis. Average is $1,000
On time and material basis depending on the requirements
of the location. Average range is $400-$1400
$95 – charged once per municipality per bulk order
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BCT Travel Matrix Price Schedule
Shelter Type

Trip Quantity

Travel & LOA Zones

Notes

*1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

T2C Shelter with

(4) Shelter Load

$1,230.00

$1,485.00

$1,820.00

$680.00

$880.00

$1,090.00

$1,190.00

$1,225.00

$1,505.00

$1,740.00

$1,625.00

$1,930.00

$1,505.00

$1,525.00

$2,400.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (4) shelter load

caissons

(3) Shelter Load

$1,230.00

$1,675.00

$2,060.00

$760.00

$1,025.00

$1,270.00

$1,385.00

$1,425.00

$1,755.00

$2,025.00

$1,890.00

$2,245.00

$1,755.00

$1,780.00

$2,965.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (3) shelter load

(2) Shelter Load

$1,230.00

$2,185.00

$2,685.00

$850.00

$1,460.00

$1,815.00

$1,980.00

$2,040.00

$2,500.00

$2,890.00

$2,700.00

$3,205.00

$2,500.00

$2,535.00

$4,230.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (2) shelter load

(1) Shelter Load

$1,230.00

$2,890.00

$3,550.00

$950.00

$2,775.00

$3,440.00

$3,755.00

$3,870.00

$4,750.00

$5,490.00

$5,125.00

$6,080.00

$4,750.00

$4,810.00

$8,035.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (1) shelter load

"T3S (or) T3C Shelter

(4) Shelter Load

$980.00

$1,195.00

$1,540.00

$540.00

$710.00

$880.00

$960.00

$990.00

$1,215.00

$1,405.00

$1,310.00

$1,555.00

$1,215.00

$1,230.00

$1,890.00

Price per shelter based on a (4) shelter load

only

(3) Shelter Load

$980.00

$1,415.00

$1,825.00

$610.00

$845.00

$1,050.00

$1,145.00

$1,180.00

$1,450.00

$1,675.00

$1,560.00

$1,850.00

$1,450.00

$1,470.00

$2,475.00

Price per shelter based on a (3) shelter load

Use for E3 & E3H"

(2) Shelter Load

$980.00

$1,795.00

$2,315.00

$690.00

$1,210.00

$1,495.00

$1,630.00

$1,680.00

$2,065.00

$2,385.00

$2,225.00

$2,640.00

$2,065.00

$2,090.00

$3,525.00

Price per shelter based on a (2) shelter load

(1) Shelter Load

$980.00

$2,850.00

$3,675.00

$770.00

$2,325.00

$2,880.00

$3,145.00

$3,240.00

$3,980.00

$4,600.00

$4,290.00

$5,090.00

$3,980.00

$4,030.00

$6,785.00

Price per shelter based on a (1) shelter load

T3C Shelter with

(4) Shelter Load

$1,340.00

$1,615.00

$1,985.00

$740.00

$960.00

$1,190.00

$1,295.00

$1,335.00

$1,640.00

$1,895.00

$1,770.00

$2,100.00

$1,640.00

$1,660.00

$2,615.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (4) shelter load

caissons

(3) Shelter Load

$1,340.00

$1,825.00

$2,245.00

$830.00

$1,115.00

$1,385.00

$1,510.00

$1,555.00

$1,910.00

$2,205.00

$2,060.00

$2,445.00

$1,910.00

$1,935.00

$3,230.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (3) shelter load

(2) Shelter Load

$1,340.00

$2,380.00

$2,925.00

$930.00

$1,590.00

$1,975.00

$2,155.00

$2,220.00

$2,725.00

$3,150.00

$2,940.00

$3,490.00

$2,725.00

$2,760.00

$4,610.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (2) shelter load

(1) Shelter Load

$1,340.00

$3,150.00

$3,870.00

$1,030.00

$3,025.00

$3,750.00

$4,090.00

$4,215.00

$5,175.00

$5,980.00

$5,585.00

$6,625.00

$5,175.00

$5,240.00

$8,755.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (1) shelter load

"T4S (or) T4C Shelter

(4) Shelter Load

$1,090.00

$1,330.00

$1,715.00

$600.00

$790.00

$980.00

$1,070.00

$1,100.00

$1,350.00

$1,565.00

$1,455.00

$1,730.00

$1,350.00

$1,370.00

$2,100.00

Price per shelter based on a (4) shelter load

only

(3) Shelter Load

$1,090.00

$1,575.00

$2,030.00

$680.00

$940.00

$1,170.00

$1,275.00

$1,315.00

$1,615.00

$1,865.00

$1,735.00

$2,060.00

$1,615.00

$1,635.00

$2,755.00

Price per shelter based on a (3) shelter load

Use for E4 & E4H"

(2) Shelter Load

$1,090.00

$1,995.00

$2,575.00

$770.00

$1,345.00

$1,665.00

$1,815.00

$1,870.00

$2,300.00

$2,655.00

$2,475.00

$2,935.00

$2,300.00

$2,325.00

$3,920.00

Price per shelter based on a (2) shelter load

(1) Shelter Load

$1,090.00

$3,170.00

$4,085.00

$860.00

$2,585.00

$3,205.00

$3,500.00

$3,605.00

$4,425.00

$5,115.00

$4,770.00

$5,660.00

$4,425.00

$4,480.00

$7,545.00

Price per shelter based on a (1) shelter load

T4C Shelter with

(4) Shelter Load

$1,445.00

$1,745.00

$2,140.00

$795.00

$1,035.00

$1,285.00

$1,395.00

$1,440.00

$1,770.00

$2,045.00

$1,910.00

$2,265.00

$1,770.00

$1,790.00

$2,820.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (4) shelter load

caissons

(3) Shelter Load

$1,445.00

$1,970.00

$2,415.00

$890.00

$1,200.00

$1,495.00

$1,630.00

$1,675.00

$2,060.00

$2,380.00

$2,220.00

$2,640.00

$2,060.00

$2,090.00

$3,485.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (3) shelter load

(2) Shelter Load

$1,445.00

$2,565.00

$3,145.00

$1,000.00

$1,715.00

$2,130.00

$2,325.00

$2,395.00

$2,940.00

$3,400.00

$3,170.00

$3,765.00

$2,940.00

$2,980.00

$4,980.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (2) shelter load

(1) Shelter Load

$1,445.00

$3,395.00

$4,165.00

$1,140.00

$3,260.00

$4,045.00

$4,410.00

$4,545.00

$5,580.00

$6,450.00

$6,025.00

$7,145.00

$5,580.00

$5,650.00

$9,440.00

Price per shelter & caissons based on a (1) shelter load

* Zone 1 travel price per shelter to be consistent regardless of the number of shelters per load, we will be including a two short load allowance for every ten loads
Multiple locations can be combined to equal higher shelter loads as long as long as they follow the same route. Add 20% (total x 1.2) to combined total to offset travel shortage
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Travel Rate Zone Matrix
ZONE 3

Mt.Waddington

ZONE 5
Pemberton Valley
Whistler

ZONE 2

Campbell River
Powell River

Comox Valley

ZONE 1

Sunshine Coast
Port Alberni

Agassiz-Harrison

Nanaimo Regional

Alberni-Clayoquot

Central Fraser Valley
(Abbotsford, Mission)

Cowichan Valley

Victoria Regional

Revelstoke

Kamloops

North Central
Vancouver Island Coastal
South Coast

ZONE 8

Clearwater & Area

North Okanagan

ZONE 6

Vernon Regional
Merritt

Columbia Valley

Kootenay
Lake West
Kaslo

ZONE 9

Kimberley

Okanagan-Similkameen

Nelson

Boundary
(Grand Forks)

Kootenay Boundary (Trail)

Osoyoos

Fort St. John

Port Edward

Cranbrook

Castlegar Regional

Penticton

Prince Rupert

West Kootenay
ZONE 11

Slocan Valley

Kelowna Regional
Princeton
Summerland

Southern Interior
Kootenays
Updated: July 10, 2017

Nakusp

ZONE 7

Shuswap Regional

Lillooet-Lytton

Hope

TRANSITChilliwack
SYSTEM LEGEND

Salt Spring Island

Ashcroft-Clinton

ZONE 4

Squamish

Hazletons’ Regional

Creston Valley

ZONE 15

Terrace Regional
Smithers & District
Skeena Regional

Kitimat

Dawson Creek
Regional District of
Bulkley-Nechako
Prince George

ZONE 12

ZONE 13
Quesnel

Bella Coola

ZONE 14

Williams Lake

100 Mile House

ZONE 10
Elk Valley

Points of Contact
Please contact BC Transit for further information if you are
interested in shelter infrastructure of this type or for more
information on access to provincial capital funding.
Kristen McKeracher (Kristen_McKeracher@bctransit.com)
Project Manager, Capital Projects
BC Transit
250·995·5847
General inquiries can be also be submitted to
newshelterprogram@bctransit.com
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520 Gorge Road East, Victoria, BC V8W 2P3
www.bctransit.com

